
WEEK 10: June 8 - June 12                                  INFANT SERVICES 

NOTE: When watching a video on YouTube, select Theater mode to ‘frame’ the edges of the video. 

Book / Video We’re going on a bear hunt 
▪ Eng: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0gyI6ykDwds
▪ Children signers ASL:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ae9Z_2JfO1E
▪ Low Vision: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nUR346KE-Jc
▪ Sensory: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RgiqvWf00L0
▪ Eng: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w0Y8fM3oA9U (Mute Mode)
1. Parents read the written words
2. Parents hit “pause” button on YouTube and ‘read’ the 2-page spread (use facial

expressions and modulate voice with DIP – Duration, Intensity & Pitch)

Song / Fingerplay We’re going on a bear hunt 
▪ Eng: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5_ShP3fiEhU
▪ ASL Chant: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bxyOoAn8BtQ

Parent Education Fun Path: Learning Games – Game 90 (see handout) 
▪ https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/assets.readyrosie.com/healthy-at-home/week-4/12-

obstacle/learning-games/02-toddlers-twos/TTW_LearningGames_90_EN.pdf
▪ Talk about your child’s actions as he goes along a path of objects by stepping over,

crawling under, jumping in, and climbing on them.
▪ Your child’s physical skills and awareness of space and positional words will increase.

Vision Retinitis Pigmentosa (RP) 
▪ https://familyconnect.org/after-the-diagnosis/browse-by-condition/retinitis-pigmentosa/

Sensory Texture Walk for Sensory Exploration 
▪ (see handout)

Audiology Childhood Hearing Loss 
▪ https://www.asha.org/uploadedFiles/AIS-Hearing-Loss-Childhood.pdf

Listening & Spoken Language 
(LSL) 

Whisper  (see handout)
▪ http://heartolearn.org/materials/docs/lsl-strategies-

flyers/Whisper%204.8.18_ENGLISH.pdf
▪ What is it: is to talk with a soft, breathy tone to highlight a word or sound.
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American Sign Language 
(ASL) 

We’re going on a bear hunt (vocabulary) 
▪ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vgCN9EyF_po
▪ (See handout)

Daily Listening Check Daily Listening Checks for Children 
▪ (See handout)

Language 

While this video is modeled 
outside of the home, the same 
activity can be done at home 
and we encourage families to 
follow all state and CDC 
guidelines. Invite your child to 
pretend that you are on a "bear 
hunt" inside your home or yard. 
Introduce position words like 
over, around, and under as you 
go on an adventure together. 
For example, "Maybe the bear 
is UNDER the table. Should we 
go AROUND the chair?" 

Modeled Moment: Bear Hunt 
Make movement a part of your child’s play! Use homemade obstacle courses or games to 
challenge your child to move in new ways. These activities also develop spatial math concepts 
and directional vocabulary. 

▪ https://healthyathome.readyrosie.com/en/activity-lists/4/
▪ Find: Week of April 13, 2020
▪ Find: Obstacle Courses
▪ Find: Toddlers & Twos: click EXPLORE

Make outdoor exercise fun by engaging your child in pretend play. At your next visit to the park, 
invite your child to pretend that you are on a "bear hunt." Introduce position words like over, 
around, and under as you go on an adventure together. For example, "Maybe the bear is UNDER 
the slide. Should we go AROUND the swings?" 

Why It's Important: By making movement a part of play, your child will learn to move in new 
ways such as running, climbing, and navigating stairs. Your child will learn about positional words 
as together you go over, around, and under the playground equipment. 

Not Ready Yet: If your child is just beginning to run and explore, you don’t have to hunt for bears 
at the park! Your child might be more comfortable running, crouching, hopping, and rolling in a 
grassy field. With a parent’s shared imagination, this will still be an exciting adventure! 

Need a Challenge: Let your child take the lead and decide where you should go on the bear 
hunt! If you want to encourage your child to try new challenges, point to the slide and suggest you 
“climb up the mountain” or “jump over the lava” by hopping over the sidewalk. 
▪ Journal/Talk: Ask your child, “If we could go on a adventure to anywhere you want, where

would you like to go? What would you like to see?”
▪ Book Recommendations: "We’re Going on a Bear Hunt" by Michael Rosen and Helen

Oxenbury.
▪ Extend the learning: If you and your toddler find yourselves heading inside a store with lots

of items that shouldn’t be touched, pretend to be mice that don’t want to be seen or heard!
You will find that channeling your child’s energy in an imaginative way can make a stressful
situation be a successful story!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vgCN9EyF_po
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DIY: SENSORY PROJECT BASED ON THE BOOK “WE’RE GOING FOR A BEAR HUNT” 

1. Find containers big enough that will let your child to stand in it.
2. Find different materials to represent different aspects of the story – for example: 
- Tall grass: blades of grass
- Mud: mix dirt and water
- River: water
- Forest: dry leaves, twigs and branches
- Snow: cotton balls, water and ice
- Cave: medium size rocks
- Bear: teddy bear 

3. Create an obstacle path
4. Let your child explore with his/her hands and feet

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DpThFfoWsAAZIqv.jpg https://coolcotts.com/blog/entry/we-re-going-on-a-bear-hunt-
sensory-walk 
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Game 90  

A Fun Path
Talk about your child’s 

actions as he goes along 

a path of objects by 

stepping over, crawling 

under, jumping in, and 

climbing on them. 

Your child’s physical skills 

and awareness of space 

and positional words will 

increase.

You’re following 
the path.



Why this is important
Following an obstacle course encourages your child’s physical development as well as his understanding 
of the position of his body in space. When you use the words that describe his actions as he plays, it is 
easier for him to learn new vocabulary.

What you do
 Create a path of various obstacles for your child to move through, such as a cardboard box open at 

both ends, a small stool to climb on and jump off, or a rumpled towel to step over.

 Use a piece of rope or a garden hose as a guide, if needed. 

 Change the path occasionally, using new objects each time. Remember your child’s skill level and 
keep the obstacles manageable.

 Stay close by and use position words to talk about what your child does. You’re going under the 
bench. You’re stepping over the paper. 

 Be flexible, allowing your child to step off the path if he chooses. He may strictly follow the 
sequence or try different obstacles randomly.

Let’s read together!

Jonathan and His Mommy 
by Irene Smalls

 
Another idea

Invite your child to play 
“Follow the Leader.” Allow him to 

lead you along the path as he chooses 
what to do next. You can be the leader 

and show him a new way to move 
around each object.



Texture Walk for Sensory Exploration 
https://www.pathstoliteracy.org/strategies/texture-walk-sensory-exploration# 

 
By Liz Eagan 
 

 

  

https://www.pathstoliteracy.org/strategies/texture-walk-sensory-exploration
https://www.pathstoliteracy.org/users/liz-eagan


Texture walks and sensory exploration can be a way to develop tactile discrimination in the hands and feet, 

while broadening basic concepts, such as soft/hard and rough/smooth.  Children may enjoy exploring while 

walking, crawling, sitting or touching with their hands the different textures.  The sensory input may be calming 

to some students, and stimulating to others. 

I have a student who is quite energetic. She loves to explore textures and loves to go on walks. I suggested 

that the Orientation & Mobility instructor and I make her a texture walk for those moments she needs a calming 

activity or an activity to keep her alert. I wanted input from the OT, Speech, classroom teacher, and paras. One 

of the paras found the image below on Pinterest and shared it with me. 

 

 

 

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/281404676699560434/
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/281404676699560434/


While I was originally thinking of using heavy duty cardboard as the foundation, I loved the idea of using 

the foam puzzle floor play mats instead, as these would be much more durable. When deciding what 

textures to use, we made a list of what she likes at school and what textures would not throw her balance off, 

so she can travel as independently as possible. So using 16 squares, we began... 

 

 

 

A bag of foam puzzle floor play mat pieces  

https://www.amazon.com/ProSource-Puzzle-Solid-Foam-Play/dp/B07GY1PH4K


  

Fabric and textures before being attached to mats 

  

Putting Together the Texture Walk 

Soft, rough and bumpy is this student's jam! I explored things in my garage at home where I have tubs of 

materials and fabrics. I found some placemats at various discount stores that have amazing rough and bumpy 

texture. Then I had the problem of making sure I had a variety of textures, at which point I started to glue the 

items down. Gluing became a headache and I wondered what the best way to affix the different textures would 

be.  I used were clear Gorilla Glue and I used several bottles of this. I also used Liquid Nails, which is a 

heavy duty construction adhesive. This adhesive worked really well with the carpet and fabric, but not with the 

more rubbery textures. In order to use the liquid nails, you put the tube in a caulking gun.   If you've never 

used one before, ask a family member or neighbor, or ask where you buy the liquid nails to show you how to 

use it. Luckily, I've been using one since I was a little girl working with my father.  

https://www.gorillatough.com/product/clear-gorilla-glue/
https://www.homedepot.com/p/Liquid-Nails-10-oz-Heavy-Duty-Construction-Adhesive-LN-901/202203994
https://www.homedepot.com/p/HDX-smooth-rod-caulk-gun-10-oz-HD109/203788465


   

Texture walk      A child stands on a textured square. 

  

The Importance of Sensory Exploration 

The article Sensory Play & Gross Motor Fun | Texture Walk provides a helpful overview of the importance of 

sensory play and tactile exploration.   I shared this article with the team and it made everyone aware that this 

would be something to try with our student. While the article was written for early intervention, it can be 

adapted for older students as well. 

This project was started before the school closures for COVID-19 and unfortunately I have not been able to try 

it with the student for whom it was created.   Another family that I work with and I decided to try five of the tiles 

with their son.   Several days later we had a virtual lesson with the PT included, and the mother shared with us 

how they were working.  

http://www.acottonkandilife.com/sensory-play-gross-motor-fun-texture/


   

A young student feels the texture square with his hand.         A child using a walker explores the texture squares with his feet. 

 

The PT was able to tell this boy's mother how to disable the backing-up capability on the walker, as he was 

only moving backwards.  While he was using the walker, he first explored the textures with his toes before 

using more of one foot and then the other.  He usually babbles constantly, but he became quiet as he explored 

these textures. His mother took him out of the walker and he explored the tactile squares with his hands! He 

rolled back and forth as he explore them. Once back in his walker, he explored each of the tiles as his mother 

held them. He squealed with great excitement as he explored each one.  

During this time of quarantine and virtual lessons, I've been able to walk around my home and share different 

things with families that they might want me to make for them or ideas for activities. At the same time, families 

have opened drawers and cupboards, and showed me what they have that they could use. Together we create 

activities. While this period we're going through is difficult at times, it's also been fun creating materials and 

activities together with the families! 

 



WHISPER 

A Listening and Spoken Language Strategy 
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WHY do we use it? 

Whispering can help children hear certain words or 

sounds more easily. Some consonant sounds are 

very soft and high pitched and can be hard to hear 

even with hearing aids. Whispering helps highlights 

these consonant sounds by making the stronger 

vowel sounds softer.   

WHEN do we use it? 

Whispering can be used when your child seems to 

be having a difficult time hearing a specific word or 

sound. It is very useful for high pitched consonant 

sounds like /h/ in “help”,  /th/  in “with”, or /f/ in 

“fish”. 

WHAT is it? 

“Whispering” is talking with a soft, breathy tone to highlight a word or sound.  

WHAT does it look like at home? 

Toddler: *struggling to open a box* “Mom! ‘elp me!” 

Parent: *leans close to their microphone* “It looks like you need some... *whispered* help” 

Who  

can use it? 

HOW do we do it? 

 

Anyone! 

Parents, family members, 
teachers, and therapists can all 

use LSL strategies to support your 
child’s listening and spoken 

language development! 

Close to your child’s 

microphone 

The word or sound that you 

want to highlight 
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What is a listening check?  A listening check is when you make sure your child is hearing 
and noticing the specific speech sounds you say to him (without him seeing you), right after 
you put on your child’s hearing technology.

Why should I do a daily listening check?
The reasons to do daily listening checks are:
1) to make sure your child’s hearing technologies 
are appropriately and consistently transmitting 
complete speech information to your child’s brain 
to activate, grow, and develop neural connections, 
and 2) to confirm that your child is noticing and 
actually listening to that speech information.

How often should I do a listening check? 
A listening check should be done once a day, every 
day, right after you put the hearing devices on your 
child. There’s no need to repeat the check during 
the day unless you notice that your child is not 
responding as expected.

What materials/speech sounds are used? 
The Ling six sounds are always used for the 
listening check, beginning in infancy and
continuing throughout childhood.

What are the Ling six testing sounds? 
1. “mm” as in me

2. “oo” as in boot 

3. “ah” as in hot 

4. “ee” as in feet

5. “sh” as in shoe

6. “ss” as in sun

Why are these particular speech 
sounds used? 
Each of these six sounds is intended to cover a 
complete range of speech sounds from low 
frequency (‘m’ and ‘oo’) to high frequency (‘sh’ 
and ‘s’) sounds. Frequency is commonly referred 
to as ‘pitch.’ If your child can hear all of these six 
sounds, your child probably can hear you speak, 
sing, and read to him, especially if the room is 
quiet and you are close by.

How should I say the sounds? 
The sounds should be spoken at a normal
conversational volume, without the child seeing 
your mouth. Do not exaggerate the sounds by 
making them loud or long, or by repeating them 
over and over. The six sounds need to be 
presented at the same loudness and duration as 
they would be if the sounds were used in a word. 
Say the sounds in a different order each day. For 
example, one time you might begin saying the six 
sounds with ‘ah’, and the next time you might 
begin with ‘oo’. Be sure to pause after you say 
each sound to give your child time to respond. 
Your pediatric audiologist and/or your therapist 
can work with you as you learn to do the daily 
listening check.

Daily Listening 
Checks for Children 



How close should I be to my child when I
say the sounds?
You should present the sounds to your child at a 
typical conversational distance – 3 to 6 feet away. 
As your child demonstrates the ability to detect 
and then identify the Ling six sounds from that 
distance, you can move halfway across the room.

How do I know my child heard the six Ling 
sounds? 
This is the fun part. You, your child’s therapist, 
and/or his audiologist will teach him to do 
something to indicate he has heard the sound 
after you say each of them. For example, to 
demonstrate detection of the Ling six sounds, your 
child may put a ring on a ring stacker each time he 
hears one of the sounds. Detection is simply 
knowing that a sound was presented. Then, to 
demonstrate identification of the Ling six sounds, 
your child may point to a picture of one of the Ling 
six sounds, such as a baby sleeping for ‘sh’, or he 
may repeat the sound that he heard. Identification 
is knowing which sound was presented. 

If your child is not yet ready to do these tasks, refer 
to the Daily Listening Checks for Babies resource 
handout for ideas about how to know that your 
child heard the Ling six sounds.

Should the room be quiet?
Yes, the room should be very quiet. Turn off the TV, 
computer, dishwasher, etc. You don’t want any 
other sounds conflicting with the six sounds you 
are saying.

What if my child doesn’t respond after I 
say a sound? 
If your child is not responding to one or more of 
the six sounds, first, ensure that he is paying 
attention and that the room is quiet.  Then, if he 
still does not respond, contact your pediatric 
audiologist right away to problem solve the 
situation. There could be an issue with your child’s 
hearing technology, or your child’s 
hearing/doorway may have changed. It is 
extremely important that auditory information 
reaches your child’s brain to activate, grow, and 
develop critical neural connections for language 
and literacy. So, any problem needs to be 
analyzed and addressed right away.

If my child has two devices, should I do a 
daily listening check which each device? 
Yes, you should complete a daily listening check 
with each of your child’s devices. If you only do a 
listening check when you child is listening with 
both of his devices, you could miss a problem with 
one or the other of the devices or you could miss a 
change in hearing at one ear or the other. Ideally, 
you would complete a daily listening check with 
each device individually and with the devices 
together to ensure access to the Ling six sounds in 
all three listening conditions.

Can I listen to my child’s hearing 
technology? 
Yes, as part of your daily listening check you can 
listen to your child’s hearing technology. You will 
just need some extra equipment to do so.  Refer to 
the Daily Device Check resource handout for 
information on how to listen to your child’s 
hearing technology appropriately and safely.

Find more at hearingfirst.org
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